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Why Civil Resistance Works Feb 02 2020 Though it defies consensus, between 1900 & 2006 campaigns of
nonviolent resistance were more than twice as effective as violent struggles. This study combines statistical
analysis with case studies to debunk the myth that violence occurs because of structural & environmental
factors & is necessary to achieve certain political goals.
The State of Israel vs. the Jews Apr 05 2020 From an award-winning journalist, a perceptive study of how
Israel’s actions, which run counter to the traditional historical values of Judaism, are putting Jewish people
worldwide in an increasingly untenable position. More than a decade ago, the historian Tony Judt considered
whether the behavior of Israel was becoming not only “bad for Israel itself” but also, on a wider scale, “bad
for the Jews.” Under the leadership of Benjamin Netanyahu, this issue has grown ever more urgent. In The
State of Israel vs. the Jews, veteran journalist Sylvain Cypel addresses it in depth, exploring Israel’s
rightward shift on the international scene and with regard to the diaspora. Cypel reviews the little-known
details of the military occupation of Palestinian territory, the mindset of ethnic superiority that reigns
throughout an Israeli “colonial camp” that is largely in the majority, and the adoption of new laws, the most
serious of which establishes two-tier citizenship between Jews and non-Jews. He shows how Israel has
aligned itself with authoritarian regimes and adopted the practices of a security state, including the use of
technologies such as the software that enabled the tracking and, ultimately, the assassination of Saudi
Arabian journalist Jamal Khashoggi. Lastly, The State of Israel vs. the Jews examines the impact of Israel’s
evolution in recent years on the two main communities of the Jewish diaspora, in France and the United
States, considering how and why public figures in each differ in their approaches.
Walking and Mapping Jun 27 2019 An exploration of walking and mapping as both form and content in art
projects using old and new technologies, shoe leather and GPS. From Guy Debord in the early 1950s to
Richard Long, Janet Cardiff, and Esther Polak more recently, contemporary artists have returned again and
again to the walking motif. Today, the convergence of global networks, online databases, and new tools for
mobile mapping coincides with a resurgence of interest in walking as an art form. In Walking and Mapping,
Karen O'Rourke explores a series of walking/mapping projects by contemporary artists. She offers close
readings of these projects—many of which she was able to experience firsthand—and situates them in
relation to landmark works from the past half-century. Together, they form a new entity, a dynamic whole
greater than the sum of its parts. By alternating close study of selected projects with a broader view of their
place in a bigger picture, Walking and Mapping itself maps a complex phenomenon.
The Order of the Day Feb 13 2021 'A thoroughly gripping and mesmerising work of black comedy and
political disaster' - Guardian Winner of the 2017 Prix Goncourt Éric Vuillard’s gripping novel The Order of the
Day tells the story of the pivotal meetings which took place between the European powers in the run-up to
World War Two. What emerges is a fascinating and incredibly moving account of failed diplomacy, broken
relationships, and the catastrophic momentum which led to conflict. The titans of German industry – set to
prosper under the Nazi government – gather to lend their support to Adolf Hitler. The Austrian Chancellor
realizes too late that he has wandered into a trap, as Hitler delivers the ultimatum that will lay the
groundwork for Germany’s annexation of Austria. Winston Churchill joins Neville Chamberlain for a farewell
luncheon held in honour of Joachim von Ribbentrop: German Ambassador to England, soon to be Foreign
Minister in the Nazi government, and future defendant at the Nuremberg trials. Suffused with dramatic
tension, this unforgettable novel tells the tragic story of how the actions of a few powerful men brought the
world to the brink of war.
The General Jul 29 2019 No leader of modern times was more unique and more uniquely national than
Charles de Gaulle. As founder and first President of the Fifth Republic, General de Gaulle saw himself
'carrying France on my shoulders'. When he first emerged on to the world stage in 1940, his insistence that

he spoke for his nation might well have appeared impossibly arrogant for a recently promoted junior general
who had never been elected to anything. But he personified many of the traits of his country which fascinate
the rest of the world - its pride in itself, its intransigence, its historical and cultural heritage and its quasireligious belief in the state. Le Genéral, as he became known from 1940 on, appeared as if carved from a
single monumental block, but was, in fact, extremely complex, a man with deep personal feelings and
recurrent mood swings, devoted to his family and often seeking reassurance from those around him. Though
insisting on discipline and loyalty from others, he was a great rebel. A grand visionary with a vast geopolitical grasp and elephantine memory, he was also a supreme tactician with a taste for secrecy and the
ability to out-flank opponents. This is a magisterial, sweeping biography of one of the great leaders of the
twentieth century and of the country with which he so identified himself. Written with terrific verve and
narrative skill, and yet rigorous and detailed, it brings alive as never before the private man as well as the
public leader through exhaustive research and astute analysis.
Paris Sep 03 2022 Paris is the city of light and the city of darkness - a place of ceaseless revolution and
reinvention that for two thousand years has drawn those with the highest ideals and the lowest morals to its
teeming streets. In Andrew Hussey's Paris: The Secret History we encounter the myriad citizens whose
stories have shaped Paris: the nineteenth-century flaneurs aimlessly wandering Haussmann's new streets;
survivors and victims of ravaging plagues; the builders of Notre Dame Cathedral; those who turned the River
Seine red on St Bartholemew's Day in 1572; and the many others whose lives have imprinted themselves on
a city that has always roused strong emotions.
Being Contemporary Nov 24 2021 A collection of 23 riveting essays on aspects of contemporary French
culture by the superstars of the field.
A Threshold Crossed Mar 05 2020 "The widely held assumption that the Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territory is a temporary situation and that the 'peace process' will soon bring an end to Israeli abuses has
obscured the reality on the ground today of Israel's entrenched discriminatory rule over Palestinians. A
single authority, the Israeli government, rules primarily over the area between the Jordan River and
Mediterranean Sea, populated by two groups of roughly equal size, methodologically privileging Jewish
Israelis while repressing Palestinians, most severely in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT), made-up of
the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and Gaza. Drawing on years of human rights documentation, case
studies and a review of government planning documents, statements by officials and other sources, [this
report] examines Israel's treatment of Palestinians and evaluates whether particular Israeli policies and
practices in certain areas amount to the crimes against humanity of apartheid and persecution."--Page 4 of
cover.
From empire to exile Jun 19 2021 This book explores the commemorative afterlives of the Algerian War of
Independence (1954-62), one of the world's most iconic wars of decolonisation. It focuses on the million
French settlers - pieds-noirs - and the tens of thousands of harkis - the French army's native auxiliaries - who
felt compelled to migrate to France when colonial rule ended. Challenging the idea that Algeria was a
'forgotten' war that only returned to French public attention in the 1990s, this study reveals a dynamic
picture of memory activism undertaken continuously since 1962 by grassroots communities connected to this
conflict. Reconceptualising the ways in which the Algerian War has been debated, evaluated and
commemorated in the subsequent five decades, From empire to exile makes an original contribution to
important discussions surrounding the contentious issues of memory, migration and empire in contemporary
France that will appeal to students and scholars of history and cultural studies.
Rites of Peace: The Fall of Napoleon and the Congress of Vienna Jan 03 2020 Following on from his epic
‘1812: Napoleon's Fatal March on Moscow’, bestselling author Adam Zamoyski has written the dramatic story
of the Congress of Vienna.
Savages: The Wedding Jan 27 2022 A Saturday in May. Paris. It's the eve of the French presidential elections
- 'The Election of the Century' say the newspaper headlines - and Chaouch, the nation's first Arab candidate,
has victory in his sights. It has been a long campaign, and with his wife Esther and daughter Jasmine by his
side, he spends the remaining hours with close advisors in a hotel in Nimes. Much of the dinner table chatter
revolves around Jasmine's boyfriend; Fouad Nerrouche, a well-known actor with the same Algerian origins as
her father, who has just publicly endorsed Chaouch's candidacy. However shallow it may seem, it's difficult to
ignore the influence of celebrity support in this complex and unpredictable race . . . The same day. SaintEtienne. The Nerrouche family is frantically preparing for a grand wedding, and Fouad himself is there to
help out. But younger cousin Krim - who has recently lost his job - is becoming increasingly agitated, and no
one knows why. As the day goes on, it becomes clear that the cousin's problems go far deeper than
unemployment. Krim has been stealing from a local gang leader and after being discovered, found himself
indebted to his powerful cousin, Nazir - Fouad's brother. Nazir is a very shady figure, and is heavily involved
in a dark underworld of crime. Together, their plans will cause Fouad's two very different worlds to meet in a
way no one would have dared to imagine. Within a few hours, the threads start to unravel, and the collision
between the destiny of a family and the hopes of a country becomes inevitable. With the pacing of a thriller,
Louatah melds the tense atmosphere of a family saga with the gripping suspense of a political drama into

one breathtaking read.
Son of Hamas Aug 29 2019 Son of Hamas is now available with an all-new chapter about events since the
book’s release such as the revelation of Mosab’s Israeli intelligence handler’s true identity, and Homeland
Security’s effort to deport the author. Since he was a small boy, Mosab Hassan Yousef has had an inside view
of the deadly terrorist group Hamas. The oldest son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef, a founding member of Hamas
and its most popular leader, young Mosab assisted his father for years in his political activities while being
groomed to assume his legacy, politics, status . . . and power. But everything changed when Mosab turned
away from terror and violence, and embraced instead the teachings of another famous Middle East leader. In
Son of Hamas, Mosab reveals new information about the world’s most dangerous terrorist organization and
unveils the truth about his own role, his agonizing separation from family and homeland, the dangerous
decision to make his newfound faith public, and his belief that the Christian mandate to “love your enemies”
is the only way to peace in the Middle East.
Terror in France Oct 04 2022 The virulent new brand of Islamic extremism threatening the West In November
2015, ISIS terrorists massacred scores of people in Paris with coordinated attacks on the Bataclan concert
hall, cafés and restaurants, and the national sports stadium. On Bastille Day in 2016, an ISIS sympathizer
drove a truck into crowds of vacationers at the beaches of Nice, and two weeks later an elderly French priest
was murdered during morning Mass by two ISIS militants. Here is Gilles Kepel's explosive account of the
radicalization of a segment of Muslim youth that led to those attacks—and of the failure of governments in
France and across Europe to address it. It is a book everyone in the West must read. Terror in France shows
how these atrocities represent a paroxysm of violence that has long been building. The turning point was in
2005, when the worst riots in modern French history erupted in the poor, largely Muslim suburbs of Paris
after the accidental deaths of two boys who had been running from the police. The unrest—or "French
intifada"—crystallized a new consciousness among young French Muslims. Some have fallen prey to the
allure of "war of civilizations" rhetoric in ways never imagined by their parents and grandparents. This is the
highly anticipated English edition of Kepel's sensational French bestseller, first published shortly after the
Paris attacks. Now fully updated to reflect the latest developments and featuring a new introduction by the
author, Terror in France reveals the truth about a virulent new wave of jihadism that has Europe as its main
target. Its aim is to divide European societies from within by instilling fear, provoking backlash, and
achieving the ISIS dream—shared by Europe's Far Right—of separating Europe's growing Muslim minority
community from the rest of its citizens.
Growing Up Palestinian Nov 12 2020 Looks at the lives of three young Palestinian fighters caught up in the
second Palestinian Intifada and examines the recent history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the crossgenerational differences and divisions in religious, cultural, and social views.
Soldiering Under Occupation Mar 29 2022 Often, violent behavior or harassment from a soldier is dismissed
by the military as unacceptable acts by individuals termed, "rotten apples." In this study, the author argues
that this dismissal is unsatisfactory and that there is an urgent need to look at the (mis)behavior of soldiers
from a structural point of view. When soldiers serve as an occupational force, they find themselves in a
particular situation influenced by structural circumstances that heavily influence their behavior and moral
decision-making. This study focuses on young Israeli men and their experiences as combat soldiers in the
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), particularly those who served in the "Occupied Palestinian Territories" (OPT)
during the "Al Aqsa Intifada," which broke out in 2000. In describing the soldiers' circumstances, especially
focusing on space, the study shows how processes of numbing on different levels influence the (moral)
behavior of these soldiers.
How the French Think Aug 22 2021 Sudhir Hazareesingh's How the French Think is a warm yet incisive
exploration of the French intellectual tradition, and its exceptional place in a nation's identity and lifestyle
Why are the French an exceptional nation? Why do they think they are so exceptional? An important reason
is that in France intellectual activity is regarded not just as the preserve of the thinking elite but for almost
everyone. French thought can sometimes be austere and often opaque, yet it is undeniably bold and
innovative, and driven by a relentless quest for the regeneration of humanity. Sudhir Hazareesingh traces its
tumultuous history in an enormously enjoyable and highly original manner, showing how the French ways of
thought and life connect. This will be one of the most revealing books written about them - or any other
European country - for years. Sudhir Hazareesingh was born in Mauritius. He is a Fellow of the British
Academy and has been a Fellow and Tutor in Politics at Balliol College, Oxford, since 1990. Among his books
are The Legend of Napoleon (Granta, 2004) and Le MytheGaullien (Gallimard, 2010). He won the Prix du
Memorial d'Ajaccio and the Prix de la Fondation Napoleon for the first of these, and a Prix d'Histoire du Senat
for the second.
Suite for Barbara Loden Oct 12 2020 The second in Nathalie Léger’s acclaimed genre-defying triptych of
books about the struggles and obsessions of women artists. “I believe there is a miracle in Wanda,” wrote
Marguerite Duras of the only film American actress Barbara Loden ever wrote and directed. “Usually, there is
a distance between representation and text, subject and action. Here that distance is completely
eradicated.” It is perhaps this “miracle”—the seeming collapse of fiction and fact—that has made Wanda

(1970) a cult classic, and a fascination of artists from Isabelle Huppert to Rachel Kushner to Kate Zambreno.
For acclaimed French writer Nathalie Léger, the mysteries of Wanda launched an obsessive quest across
continents, into archives, and through mining towns of Pennsylvania, all to get closer to the film and its
maker. Suite for Barbara Loden is the magnificent result.
Israel's Colonial Predicament Jul 21 2021 Master's Thesis from the year 2006 in the subject Politics International Politics - Region: Near East, Near Orient, grade: Distinction (Very good), King s College London
(King's College London), course: The Occupied Territories Since 1967, 45 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is a complicated and multi-dimensional conflict. In
many contexts, it is very hard, if not impossible, to assess the violence between Palestinian and Israeli
society today without resorting to a developed theory rather than emotion. However, many scholars and
politicians hold the assumption that Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict cannot be properly understood
with the frameworks, categories and concepts employed to understand other countries and conflicts . We
shall endeavour to counter such beliefs and develop exactly that, a framework for analysing IsraeliPalestinian relations and conflict, allowing us to put the conflict into perspective and further develop a
structural investigation into the root causes of conflict. We will do this at the example of the Algerian
uprising against French colonialism. To develop such a framework, we will draw on classic texts such as the
writings of Fanon and Memmi, as well as works by writers such as Bregmann, Barnett and Khader, but also
on others, cross-referencing continuously between texts on colonialism, Israel-Palestine, and Algeria. As the
title of this text indicates, the author holds the view that the relationship between Israel and the Palestinians
living in the Occupied Territories is essentially a colonial one. This is not to say that we should consider the
Territories a colony. Algeria was not a colony. What we want to say is that we believe in the existence of a
colonial relationship between the two populations, based on the principles of colonialism. Why Algeria? We
have chosen French colonialism in Algeria for the structural basis of our framework for a number of reasons.
Fir
The French Intifada Nov 05 2022 A provocative rethinking of France's long relationship with the Arab world
To fully understand both the social and political pressures wracking contemporary France--and, indeed, all of
Europe--as well as major events from the Arab Spring in the Middle East to the tensions in Mali, Andrew
Hussey believes that we have to look beyond the confines of domestic horizons. As much as unemployment,
economic stagnation, and social deprivation exacerbate the ongoing turmoil in the banlieues, the root of the
problem lies elsewhere: in the continuing fallout from Europe's colonial era. Combining a fascinating and
compulsively readable mix of history, literature, and politics with his years of personal experience visiting
the banlieues and countries across the Arab world, especially Algeria, Hussey attempts to make sense of the
present situation. In the course of teasing out the myriad interconnections between past and present in
Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Beirut, and Western Europe, The French Intifada shows that the defining conflict of
the twenty-first century will not be between Islam and the West but between two dramatically different
experiences of the world--the colonizers and the colonized.
A Train in Winter Sep 10 2020 A moving and extraordinary book about courage and survival, friendship and
endurance – a portrait of ordinary women who faced the horror of the holocaust together. On an icy morning
in Paris in January 1943, a group of 230 French women resisters were rounded up from the Gestapo detention
camps and sent on a train to Auschwitz – the only train, in the four years of German occupation, to take
women of the resistance to a death camp. Of the group, only 49 survivors would return to France. Here is the
story of these women – told for the first time. A Train in Winter is a portrait of ordinary people, of their
bravery and endurance, and of the friendships that kept so many of them alive. ‘A story of stunning courage,
generosity and hope’ Mail on Sunday ‘Serious and heartfelt...profound’ Sunday Times
The Algerian War in French/Algerian Writing May 07 2020 This is the first book-length study to analyse and
problematize the notion of literary texts as ‘sites of memory’ with regard to the representation of the
Algerian War of Independence (1954–62), and memories of it, in the work of French authors of Algerian
origin. The book considers a primary corpus spanning over forty literary texts published between 1981 and
2012, analysing the extent to which texts are able to collect diverse and apparently competing memories,
and in the process present the heterogeneous nature of memories of the Algerian War. By setting up the
notion of literary texts as ‘sites of memory’, where the potentially explosive but also consensual encounter
between former colonizer and colonized subject takes place, the book contributes to ongoing debates
surrounding the contested place of narratives of empire in French collective memory, and the ambiguous
place of immigrants from the former colonies and their children in dominant definitions of French identity.
The French Intifada May 19 2021 Beyond the affluent centre of Paris and other French cities, in the deprived
banlieues, a war is going on. This is the French Intifada, a guerrilla war between the French state and the
former subjects of its Empire, for whom the mantra of 'liberty, equality, fraternity' conceals a bitter history of
domination, oppression, and brutality. This war began in the early 1800s, with Napoleon's lust for martial
adventure, strategic power and imperial preeminence, and led to the armed colonization of Algeria, Morocco
and Tunisia, and decades of bloody conflict, all in the name of 'civilization'. Here, against the backdrop of the
Arab Spring, Andrew Hussey walks the front lines of this war - from the Gare du Nord in Paris to the souks of

Marrakesh and the mosques of Tangier - to tell the strange and complex story of the relationship between
secular, republican France and the Muslim world of North Africa. The result is a completely new portrait of an
old nation. Combining a fascinating and compulsively readable mix of history, politics and literature with
Hussey's years of personal experience travelling across the Arab World, The French Intifada reveals the role
played by the countries of the Maghreb in shaping French history, and explores the challenge being mounted
by today's dispossessed heirs to the colonial project: a challenge that is angrily and violently staking a claim
on France's future.
Multi-Ethnic France Sep 22 2021 This second edition of Multi-Ethnic France spans politics and economics,
social structures and cultural practices and has been updated to cover events which have occurred on the
national and international stage since the first edition was published. These include: recent developments in
the Banlieues, including the riots of 2005 the growing visibility of sub-Saharan Africans in France's evolving
ethnic mix the reverberations in France of international developments such as 9/11, the second Intifada and
the Iraq Wars the renewed controversy over the wearing of the Islamic headscarf the development of antidiscrimination policy and the debate over 'positive discrimination'. Immigration is one of the most significant
and persistent issues in contemporary France. It has become central to political debate with the rise, on one
side, of Jean-Marie Le Pen's extreme right-wing party and, on the other, of Islamist terrorism. In Multi-Ethnic
France, Alec G. Hargreaves unmasks the prejudices and misconceptions faced by minorities of Muslim
heritage and lays bare the social and political neglect behind the riots of 2005. This second edition is fully
updated, and includes a glossary and chronology, as well as a revised bibliography.
Israel's Wars Jan 15 2021 First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Identity and Religion in Palestine Apr 29 2022 This remarkable book examines how the Islamist movement
and its competition with secular-nationalist factions have transformed the identities of ordinary Palestinians
since the first Palestinian uprising, or intifada, of the late 1980s. Drawing upon his years living in the region
and more than eighty in-depth interviews, Loren Lybarger offers a riveting account of how activists within a
society divided by religion, politics, class, age, and region have forged new identities in response to shifting
conditions of occupation, peace negotiations, and the fragmentation of Palestinian life. Lybarger personally
witnessed the tragic days of the first intifada, the subsequent Oslo Peace Process and its failures, and the
new escalation of violence with the second intifada in 2000. He rejects the simplistic notion that Palestinians
inevitably fall into one of two camps: pragmatists who are willing to accept territorial compromise, and
extremists who reject compromise in favor of armed struggle. Listening carefully to Palestinians themselves,
he reveals that the conflicts evident among the Islamists and secular nationalists are mirrored by the
internal struggles and divided loyalties of individual Palestinians. Identity and Religion in Palestine is the
first book of its kind in English to capture so faithfully the rich diversity of voices from this troubled part of
the world. Lybarger provides vital insights into the complex social dynamics through which Islamism has
reshaped what it means to be Palestinian.
The Making of a Human Bomb Dec 02 2019 In The Making of a Human Bomb, Nasser Abufarha, a Palestinian
anthropologist, explains the cultural logic underlying Palestinian martyrdom operations (suicide attacks)
launched against Israel during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (2000–06). In so doing, he sheds much-needed light on
how Palestinians have experienced and perceived the broader conflict. During the Intifada, many of the
martyrdom operations against Israeli targets were initiated in the West Bank town of Jenin and surrounding
villages. Abufarha was born and raised in Jenin. His personal connections to the area enabled him to conduct
ethnographic research there during the Intifada, while he was a student at a U.S. university. Abufarha draws
on the life histories of martyrs, interviews he conducted with their families and members of the groups that
sponsored their operations, and examinations of Palestinian literature, art, performance, news stories, and
political commentaries. He also assesses data—about the bombers, targets, and fatalities caused—from more
than two hundred martyrdom operations carried out by Palestinian groups between 2001 and 2004. Some
involved the use of explosive belts or the detonation of cars; others entailed armed attacks against Israeli
targets (military and civilian) undertaken with the intent of fighting until death. In addition, he scrutinized
suicide attacks executed by Hamas and Islamic Jihad between 1994 and 2000. In his analysis of Palestinian
political violence, Abufarha takes into account Palestinians’ understanding of the history of the conflict with
Israel, the effects of containment on Palestinians’ everyday lives, the disillusionment created by the Oslo
peace process, and reactions to specific forms of Israeli state violence. The Making of a Human Bomb
illuminates the Palestinians’ perspective on the conflict with Israel and provides a model for ethnographers
seeking to make sense of political violence.
Iron Kingdom Mar 17 2021 'Of the "Great Powers" that dominated Europe from the eighteenth to the
twentieth centuries, Prussia is the only one to have vanished ... Iron Kingdom is not just good: it is
everything a history book ought to be ... The nemesis of Prussia has cast such a long shadow that German
historians have tiptoed around the subject. Thus it was left to an Englishman to write what is surely the best
history of Prussia in any language' Sunday Telegraph
Cat Out of Hell Dec 26 2021 Acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Lynne Truss (Eats, Shoots &

Leaves) is back with a mesmerizing and hilarious tale of cats and murder For people who both love and hate
cats comes the tale of Alec Charlesworth, a librarian who finds himself suddenly alone: he’s lost his job, his
beloved wife has just died. Overcome by grief, he searches for clues about her disappearance in a file of
interviews between a man called "Wiggy" and a cat, Roger. Who speaks to him. It takes a while for Alec to
realize he’s not gone mad from grief, that the cat is actually speaking to Wiggy . . . and that much of what we
fear about cats is true. They do think they’re smarter than humans, for one thing. And, well, it seems they
are! What’s more, they do have nine lives. Or at least this one does – Roger’s older than Methuselah, and his
unblinking stare comes from the fact that he’s seen it all. And he’s got a tale to tell, a tale of shocking local
history and dark forces that may link not only the death of Alec’s wife, but also several other local deaths.
But will the cat help Alec, or is he one of the dark forces? In the deft and comedic hands of mega-bestseller
Lynne Truss, the story is as entertaining as it is addictive” (The Sunday Telegraph) – an increasingly
suspenseful and often hysterically funny adventure that will please cat lovers and haters alike. And
afterwards, as one critic noted, “You may never look at a cat in quite the same way again” (The Daily Mail).
A People’s History of the French Revolution Oct 24 2021 A bold new history of the French Revolution from
the standpoint of the peasants, workers, women and sans culottes. The legacy of the French Revolution has
remained a fascinating and contentious subject for over two centuries. Instead of seeing the revolution as an
aberrant bloodbath on the path to a liberal society, this new book, the first significant history of the French
Revolution in over twenty years, maintains that it fundamentally changed the Western world. Looking at
history from the bottom up, the history of working people and peasants, Hazan asks: How did they see their
opportunities? What were they fighting for? What was the Terror and could it be justified? And how was the
revolution stopped in its tracks? This is vivid historical writing – the multitude of voices of the Revolution
come to life. Hazan shows how only through the people can we fully understand the legacy of the French
Revolution.
Algiers, Third World Capital Apr 17 2021 A fascinating portrait of life with the Black Panthers in Algiers: a
story of liberation and radical politics Following the Algerian war for independence and the defeat of France
in 1962, Algiers became the liberation capital of the Third World. Elaine Mokhtefi, a young American woman
immersed in the struggle and working with leaders of the Algerian Revolution, found a home here. A
journalist and translator, she lived among guerrillas, revolutionaries, exiles, and visionaries, witnessing
historical political formations and present at the filming of The Battle of Algiers. Mokhtefi crossed paths with
some of the era’s brightest stars: Frantz Fanon, Stokely Carmichael, Timothy Leary, Ahmed Ben Bella, Jomo
Kenyatta, and Eldridge Cleaver. She was instrumental in the establishment of the International Section of the
Black Panther Party in Algiers and close at hand as the group became involved in intrigue, murder, and
international hijackings. She traveled with the Panthers and organized Cleaver’s clandestine departure for
France. Algiers, Third World Capital is an unforgettable story of an era of passion and promise.
The Origins of the Arab Israeli Wars Aug 10 2020 This highly-regarded history gives a balanced and judicious
introduction to this immensely complex and controversial subject, weaving different strands of the story into
a single coherent narrative, thus making it essential reading for all students studying conflict in the Middle
East. Of all the troubles affecting the modern world few are as topical, deep rooted and intractable as the
Arab-Israeli conflict. For this region, an understanding of the past is vital to an understanding of the present.
Ritchie Ovendale’s classic study of the roots of the conflict is now updated for a fourth time and considers
events until 2003.
The Inner Scar Feb 25 2022 Drawing on texts the French thinker wrote between 1938 and 1947, Hussey
addresses the question and challenge of Bataille's relation to mysticism, examining the relation between his
account of an inner experience of lost identity, and how he parallels it to traditional forms of religious
mysticism. Subjects are not indexed. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc., Portland, OR.
An Uncertain Future Jun 07 2020 This contemporary oral history, based on interviews conducted over an
18-year period, is the first of its kind in English. The interviews, some repeated with the same subjects over
years, demonstrate how the Jewish community of Dijon has evolved over time in response to challenges both
internal and external. The authors provide an introduction to the series of interviews as well as a detailed
history of the community. A chronology, a map of Dijon, and photos of many interviewees are included. The
book also provides an update on recent events in the community, a suggested reading list, and a
bibliography.
Fighters in the Shadows Dec 14 2020 Robert Gildea’s penetrating history of France during World War II
sweeps aside the French Resistance of a thousand clichés. Gaining a true understanding of the Resistance
means recognizing how its image has been carefully curated through a combination of French politics and
pride, ever since jubilant crowds celebrated Paris’s liberation in 1944.
Terror in France Aug 02 2022 The virulent new brand of Islamic extremism threatening the West In
November 2015, ISIS terrorists massacred scores of people in Paris with coordinated attacks on the Bataclan
concert hall, cafés and restaurants, and the national sports stadium. On Bastille Day in 2016, an ISIS
sympathizer drove a truck into crowds of vacationers at the beaches of Nice, and two weeks later an elderly
French priest was murdered during morning Mass by two ISIS militants. Here is Gilles Kepel's explosive

account of the radicalization of a segment of Muslim youth that led to those attacks—and of the failure of
governments in France and across Europe to address it. It is a book everyone in the West must read. Terror
in France shows how these atrocities represent a paroxysm of violence that has long been building. The
turning point was in 2005, when the worst riots in modern French history erupted in the poor, largely Muslim
suburbs of Paris after the accidental deaths of two boys who had been running from the police. The
unrest—or "French intifada"—crystallized a new consciousness among young French Muslims. Some have
fallen prey to the allure of "war of civilizations" rhetoric in ways never imagined by their parents and
grandparents. This is the highly anticipated English edition of Kepel's sensational French bestseller, first
published shortly after the Paris attacks. Now fully updated to reflect the latest developments and featuring
a new introduction by the author, Terror in France reveals the truth about a virulent new wave of jihadism
that has Europe as its main target. Its aim is to divide European societies from within by instilling fear,
provoking backlash, and achieving the ISIS dream—shared by Europe's Far Right—of separating Europe's
growing Muslim minority community from the rest of its citizens.
Speaking East May 31 2022 A vibrant account of both the sensuous cultural scene of postwar Paris and the
life of an alluring icon of modern art. Isidore Isou was a young Jew in wartime Bucharest who barely survived
the Romanian Holocaust. He made his way to Paris, where, in 1945, he founded the avant-garde movement
Lettrism, described as the missing link between Dada, Surrealism, Situationism, and May ’68. In Speaking
East, Andrew Hussey presents a colorful picture of the postwar Left Bank, where Lettrist fists flew in
avantgarde punch-ups in Jazz clubs and cafés, and where Isou—as sexy and as charismatic as the young
Elvis—gathered around him a group of hooligan disciples who argued, drank, and had sex with the Parisian
intellectual élite. This is a vibrant account of the life and times of a pivotal figure in the history of modern
art.
The Muhammad Code Sep 30 2019 The Muhammad Code tells the story of how Muhammad invented jihad
and demanded that it conquer the earth.
Living Together Separately Jul 09 2020 Much has been written about the religious and political conflicts of
contemporary Jerusalem--and about the harsh realities of the intifada. But while analysts probe the violence
in the "reunited city," its residents must go about their daily affairs. Focusing on the conduct of everyday
life, rather than on ideology, Living Together Separately provides a rare look at the complex networks of
practical relations developed by Jews and Arabs in over two decades of Israeli control of the city. The work
begins with a brief historical review of Jerusalem as an Arab-Jewish city. Then, combining the perspectives of
urban geography and social anthropology, it addresses a wide range of questions. How does the use of urban
space and urban systems reflect both segregation and integration? How do ethnic identities influence
interactions in adjoining neighborhoods, in workplaces, and in a hospital? What rules govern Arab-Jewish
contacts in business, consumer, and political settings? In the final chapter the authors evaluate the
Jerusalem situation in comparison with conditions in other deeply divided cities and in light of the intifada.
Long-time residents of Jerusalem, Romann and Weingrod seek to grasp the variety of day-to-day exchanges
without preconceptions and from the viewpoints of all participants. "Michael Romann and Alex Weingrod are
my pick to serve on a jury trying a very tangled case."--Fouad Ajami, School of International Studies, The
Johns Hopkins University Originally published in 1991. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
Republic of Islamophobia Jul 01 2022 Why does Islamophobia dominate public debate in France?
Islamophobia in France is rising, with Muslims subjected to unprecedented scrutiny of what they wear, eat
and say. Championed by Marine Le Pen and drawing on the French colonial legacy, France's 'new secularism'
gives racism a respectable veneer. Jim Wolfreys exposes the dynamic driving this intolerance: a society
polarized by inequality, and the authoritarian neoliberalism of the French political mainstream. This officially
sanctioned Islamophobia risks going unchallenged. It has divided the traditional anti-racist movement and
undermined the left's opposition to bigotry. Wolfreys deftly unravels the problems facing those trying to
confront today's rise in racism. Republic of Islamophobia illuminates both the uniqueness of France's antiMuslim backlash and its broader implications for the West.
The Unspoken Alliance Oct 31 2019 A revelatory account of Israel's secret military cooperation with
apartheid South Africa. Prior to the Six-Day War, Israel was the darling of the international Left. But after its
occupation of Palestinian territories in 1967, Israel found itself isolated from former allies and threatened
anew by old enemies. Sasha Polakow-Suransky tells the full story of how Israel's booming arms industry and
South Africa's isolation led to a hidden military alliance that grew deeper after the Likud Party came to
power in 1977 and continued even after Israel passed sanctions against South Africa in the late 1980s.
Polakow-Suransky has uncovered previously classified details of countless arms deals conducted behind the
backs of Israel's diplomatic corps and in violation of the United Nations arms embargo. Based on extensive

archival research and interviews with former generals and high-level government officials in both countries,
this book tells a troubling story of Cold War paranoia, moral compromises, and Israel's estrangement from
the Left.--From publisher description.
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